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NORTH WEST GAS DEVELOPMENT (WOODSIDE) AGREEMENT AMENDMENT BILL 2019 

923. Mr D.T. REDMAN to the Premier: 
I refer to the Railway (Roy Hill Infrastructure Pty Ltd) Agreement Bill 2010. In opposition, the Premier sought to 
amend the state agreement so that local participation plans were required to be laid on the table of both houses of 
Parliament. In light of the Premier’s strong position of a government built on transparency, will he commit to 
amending the North West Gas Development (Woodside) Agreement Amendment Bill 2019 so that community 
development plans and local participation plans are also tabled in both houses of Parliament? 

Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
I do remember that debate. The then Minister for State Development, Hon Colin Barnett, rejected the amendments 
I put forward and his arguments were quite reasonable. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: They were. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr V.A. Catania: Are you saying you were wrong? 
Mr M. McGOWAN: No. His arguments were quite reasonable. What he said at the time — 
Mr D.T. Redman interjected. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: He said at the time that there had been a negotiation between Roy Hill and the state, which had 
formed a contract, which was already in existence, and that had come into Parliament. He thought that to subsequently 
attempt to amend that contract via Parliament was not the right thing to do. I have ruminated on what Mr Barnett 
had to say back then, and that is what he had to say. The other component, I suppose, where there is a point of 
difference, is that the Roy Hill agreement was new; it was greenfields. The Woodside agreement we have been 
dealing with in this place is brownfields; it has been around for 40 years. They are sort of existing arrangements, 
if you like. 
The National Party will bring on a debate after question time and then we will actually debate the bill. It is an 
interesting strategy to adopt. The National Party will move a matter of public interest motion on a bill that we 
are currently debating. The National Party could have moved the MPI on something else and raised its points 
during debate on the bill, but who am I to question the tactics and strategic judgement of the National Party? 
It is a “cunning plan”, no doubt, that Baldrick over here has in train but I am more than happy to answer questions 
during the MPI. 
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